music theory.4 Furthermore, analysis of Mozart's "Haffner" Symphony and other examples suggests that by relinquishing apparent anachronisms and taking an approach closer to contemporaneous viewpoints we can adopt a more inclusive conception of the exposition that better accounts for wide-ranging practices.
Although eighteenth-century discussions of sonata form differ from one another in focusing on varying elements of style or structural levels and in taking more or less schematic approaches, they show substantial unanimity concerning the central issues of formal segmentation, tonal polarization, and thematic priority.5 Thus we can draw upon them as sources of mutual reinforcement and amplification in constructing a composite model of contemporary perceptions, one that undercuts significant aspects of modern text-book descriptions. For example, no eighteenth-century discussion divides the exposition entirely according 423 sufficient level of individualization to be considered themes, but which serve to set the structure in relief" (Sonata Forms, 242). Webster's apparent distinction between the first and second groups, which include "numerous different themes," and the transition ("Sonata Form," 497 and Example 4, 499) suggests a similar approach, as does Wolf's separation of the "primary theme or themes" and "one or more secondary themes" from the transition and closing material, "which may range from conventional chordal passages to full-fledged themes" ("Sonata Form," 764).
, 5 Although these writers tended to emphasize key (see Ratner, "Harmonic Aspects of Classic Form," 166-67), they dealt with a wide range of issues. Kollmann's generalized description of the form of "pieces or movements of one or two long sections," provides the narrowest and least detailed view of the exposition. It treats only harmony-giving "the plan of modulation"-although his subsequent discussion of the opening movement of his Analyzed Symphony, op. 7, also touches on some elements of thematic and periodic structure. Koch's model is broader and more flexible than Kollmann's. Koch regarded form as a series of expanded phrases and focused on the organization of cadences, yet also provided significant information concerning theme and texture. Galeazzi's discussion of "the manner one must follow in laying out ... melodies" (his description of sonata form) provides the most balanced viewpoint, giving equal time to thematic and harmonic issues and noting numerous other features, such as changes in rhythmic activity and expressive character. Vogler offered very little generalized discussion and no schematic plan. In describing specific pieces he focused instead on motivic relationships and local contrasts of character between themes, mentioning harmonic events in passing. Finally, Riepel's description deals with both thematic and harmonic organization, stressing continuity and flexibility of design. Thus it begins to weaken and move away from the tonic without modulating and ends with the tonic chord ("chord of the key note") or dominant chord ("chord of its 5th"), that is, with a full or (preferably) half cadence in the tonic key. Kollmann's Analyzed Symphony, cited later in his discussion, exemplifies the latter possibility (half cadence) and confirms the tonic orientation.7 Following the medial division, Kollmann's second subsection contains "a more natural modulation than that of the third subsection [the present-day development section]....
[It] may be confined to the fifth of the key only, or also touch on some related, or even non-related keys if only no formal digression is made to any key but the said fifth in major, or third in minor." As explained in his Essay on Musical Harmony, "modulation" may refer to either a "proper change of key and mode" or a "proper choice and variety of chords in harmony, or of sounds in melody, either for retaining or relinquishing the key and mode."8 In a "natural" modulation "each succeeding chord, key, [or] mode is nearly related to the preceding one."9 As his examples demonstrate, natural modulations may range from diatonic cadential formulas to true shifts of key. o0 Consequently, the "natural modulation" in the second subsection of the exposition could simply involve progression within the dominant, a possibility illustrated by the Analyzed Symphony. However, this modulation might alternatively involve a true key change. Kollmann clearly had this possibility in mind when he permitted a "formal digression" to the dominant or mediant-in his terms a progression in which a key and/or mode is "relinquished"-during this subsection while forbidding shifts to other keys.,, The absence of true modulation in the first subsection, which may progress no farther than a half cadence in the tonic, confirms that any such change of key must belong to the second subsection. This interpretation receives support from Kollmann's comparison of the "more natural" modulation in Subsection 2 to the presumably more abrupt ones in Subsection 3 (the development section). By locating his medial boundary after the "setting out" from the tonic but prior to any true modulation, Kollmann challenges both our habit of treating the transition as a single subsection, segregated from preceding and following "themes," and our assumption that the most critical articulation within the exposition delineates polarized tonic and dominant groups.
Koch broached similar issues in two parts of the Versuch: his description of "the first allegro of the symphony" and his explanation of Koch's comments regarding symphonic allegro movements partly match modern descriptions in separating the "main melodic sections" ("melodischen Haupttheile") of the first part (the exposition) into two larger, tonally distinct "halves": "after the theme has been heard with another main phrase [melodische Haupttheile], the third such phrase usually modulates to the key of the fifth-or in the minor mode toward the third-in which the remaining sections are presented [in welcher die fibrigen vorgetragen werden], because the second and larger half of this first period [the exposition] is devoted particularly to this key" (III, ? 101, p. 306; Baker, p. 199). This formulation leaves open to question whether the "second and larger half" contains only "the remaining sections" in the dominant (or the mediant) or also the modulating third phrase. Although inclusion of the third phrase in the second half of the exposition would help to make it the "larger" one, Koch's comments regarding the recapitulation (the "third period") supports the other interpretation. According to Koch, the recapitulation begins with the "theme" or "another main idea" and a passage which "usually shifts to the key of the fourth, but, without making a cadence in it, soon again returns to the main key." Then "the second half of the first period, or those melodic ideas of the first period which followed the V-phrase in the fifth [ Significantly, Koch's second, more general discussion of the "first main periods of larger compositions" takes the opposite position. Like his description of the symphony, it divides the "first main period" into two sections ("Absitze") each of which comprises two main punctuation sections ("interpunctische Haupttheile"). In the first section "the main key prevails"; in the second "the key of the fifth prevails [ Baker, Example 362, pp. 164-65) the four segments are easy to discern. Punctuation section 1 (mm. 1-5) ends on a full cadence; punctuation section 2 (mm. 6-io) ends on a half cadence in the tonic; punctuation section 3 (mm. i 1-23) begins each of its two phrases quietly like a "second theme" but immediately takes on the character of further transition, becoming rhythmically active and sequential (beginning in m. 12) and arriving twice on half cadences in the dominant (mm. 13 and 23); punctuation section 4 ends with a full cadence in the dominant (mm. 24-27) and includes a "clarifying period" ("erklirender Periode," III, ? 101 Galeazzi's plan for dividing the exposition is similarly removed from modern ones. Like Kollmann's, it bisects the transition into a "Second Motive," which ends on either a half cadence in the tonic or modulates to the dominant, and a "Departure from the Key," which modulates to the dominant or subdominant and ends on the fifth of the dominant key. And following a "characteristic passage" similar to the present-day second theme, it divides the closing group into a "Cadential Period" and "Coda" which resemble Koch's "fourth main punctuation section" and "appendix." Galeazzi arrives at six parts or "members" in all, of which only three are "necessary" (the "Motive" or opening theme, the "Departure from the Key," and the "Cadential Period"). '14 The flexibility with which Kollmann and Koch divided the exposition-and the apparent reluctance by Riepel and Vogler to stipulate such a division-indicate a more pliable conception than modern descriptions have assumed.'5 Koch's discussion of the role of modulation elsewhere in the Versuch underscores this position and offers no support for modern theories of tonal polarization. He cites several reasons for modulating, none of them involving tonal conflict, opposition, or dissonance. To the contrary, modulation serves as a source of sustained expressiveness: "Diversity ... requires that the main key of the movement not be heard incessantly, but instead it must alternate with other related keys, so that the ear always receives enough material for its continued attention, and by this means the continuance of feelings may be
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Koch stipulated (Baker, p. 220) that Example 380, which ends with a half cadence in the tonic (Example 380, m. ig, equals Example 382, m. 4), constitutes the first half of the present-day exposition; the second half begin with a section that is quiet at first but becomes more active (m. 15) and modulates to the dominant (m. 13 and following), ending with a half cadence in that key. The fourth section being Koch's "cantabile phrase," which closes with a full cadence in V and is followed by an "appendix." Koch's treatment of the recapitulation in this discussion does not address this issue directly: "After the repetition of the theme, a few melodic sections from the first half of the first period are either put in another combination or given a new shape, in the course of which there is usually a brief modulation to the key of the fourth. Finally the second half of the first period is repeated in the main key and with that the movement concludes" (III, ? 155, P-420; Baker, p. Galeazzi also advised that "in pieces of some length it is not good to leave the key too soon, in order to give the ear time to master the idea of the principal key, while if one leaves the key too soon, it [will] happen that one no longer knows what key the composition is in. The first modulation is thus made to the most closely related keys, namely to the dominant [or] to the subdominant in major keys, and also to the relative major in minor keys." Churgin, "Galeazzi's Description of Sonata Form," 192-93. Riepel emphasized the close relationship between tonic and dominant through analogy with a conversation between a tenant farmer and his chief servant (Grundregeln, p. 65). Whereas present-day models of the exposition focus on long-range contrast among functionally differentiated sections, late eighteenthcentury discussions tend to stress local contrast between adjacent themes, many of which share the same motives. That is, they embrace the principal of "unity in diversity," a fundamental axiom of lateeighteenth aesthetics that Jane Stevens has identified in the writings of Vogler, Sulzer, and others.24 As Stevens notes, Vogler sought diversity even at the start of a work: his famous prescription for "two main themes" in the exposition may well refer to contrasting ideas within the present-day first theme group or even within the first theme itself. 5 Galeazzi's specification of a "Second Motive" to follow the first theme seems to reflect a similar concern, as does Kollmann's attention to contrasting first and second subjects within the initial eight measures of his Analyzed Symphony (p. 5).
Several writers regarded motivic conformance as a primary source of structural coherence, noting that the main theme returns during the exposition and generates later themes. According to Galeazzi, "The Motive [first theme] is nothing but the principal idea of the melody, the subject, the theme, one might say, of the musical discourse, and the whole composition must revolve upon it." The "Second Motive," "Cadential Period," and "Coda" are frequently derived from it.26 Vogler pointed out that the first of the "two main themes" that begin a symphony "gives the material for thematic development," and his examples demonstrate that this process begins within the exposition.27 Stevens has noted that Gerber praised Haydn, Beethoven, and even Mozart for "writing symphonies on a single principal theme"; that is, they "were able to write two or more pages often out of a single phrase of from two to four measures."28 While Kollmann's description of a "long movement" avoids thematic issues entirely, and his discussion of his Analyzed Symphony notes only that the first subsection consists of two subjects, both repeated, his choice of example demonstrates the importance of long-range conformance enlivened by local contrast. His two subjects match exactly Vogler's and Galeazzi's descriptions of contrasting 
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This content downloaded from 129. 73-79), appearing in 58 measures of an 8o-measure exposition. As a rule, eighteenth-century descriptions do not distinguish groups of themes by associating harmonic functions with dynamics, rhythmic activity, texture, and local phrase structure. As noted above, Kollmann scarcely mentioned themes and failed to distinguish their different roles. Galeazzi detailed the harmonic nature of the "Principal Motive" and its function as a source for later ideas. Yet concerning its other aspects he suggested merely that it be "well rounded and lucid" ("ben rilevato e sensibile") yet "mediocre" ("mediocre") in effect so that the composition will become more interesting as it proceeds. His advice regarding other themes emphasizes local contrast, not longrange function: the "Characteristic Passage" is "gentle, expressive, and tender" in character; and "if the voice or instrument has shown its gentleness [and] expression in the Characteristic Passage [my emphasis]," the "Cadential Period" "shall display animation and skill, with agility of voice or hand" and include "in instrumental music the most difficult passages."29 Since the "Characteristic Passage" is optional, so too is Galeazzi's stipulation regarding the "Cadential Period." Stevens has noted that Vogler's discussions of works by Von Kerpen, Bixis, and Vogler himself cite contrasts between themes because they contribute to diversity rather than functional clarity.3o
Koch, too, said little about personalities of melodies aside from observing that the mood may change following modulation to the dominant:
Very often no formal phrase-ending is written until the rushing and sonorous phrases are exchanged for a more singing phrase, usually to be played with less force. Thus many such periods are found in which a formal phrase-ending is not heard until there has been a modulation 3' According to Koch, the structure of periods of the symphony differs from that of the sonata and the concerto in that "melodic sections usually are more attached to each other and flow more forcefully than in the periods of other pieces, that is, they are linked so that their phrase-endings are less perceptible" (III, ? 101, p. 3o6; Baker, p. 199). Later he commented that "the avoidance of most remaining formal phrase-endings is no less than a standard by which the worth of the entire movement can be measured; this much is certain: the first allegro of a symphony in which the I-and V-phrase endings are presented as formally as in an andante or allegretto can never have that effect which we expect from it" (III, ? 147, p. 385; Baker, p. 230). To the extent that theoretical discussions reflect contemporary perceptions of form, they suggest that present-day notions of tonal polarization, functionally distinct subsections, and prioritized themes in the sonata exposition are likely anachronistic distortions. We can avoid such problematic concepts by treating the exposition before 18oo as a process diverging from the tonic and converging on the dominant, in which references to the tonic become progressively weaker and less proximate while references to the dominant become stronger and more proximate. Thus it views the Classic exposition in relation to its origins in Baroque binary form instead of its outcomes in theme-and conflict-oriented Romantic expositions. At the same time it permits us to distinguish Classic practice, which involves frequently segmented process, from Baroque practice, which involves more continuous process. In line with eighteenth-century comments, it assesses relationships between the opening theme and later ideas, that is, variations of that theme, new melodies based on its motives, and contrasting ideas. Yet it grants no special priority to specific melodic segments, instead giving each event appropriate attention. Consequently it avoids forcing the exposition into a schematic series of extended subsections and provides a rationale for the many short melodies that textbook analyses tend to subsume under more inclusive headings. Finally, it suggests that the smoothness or abruptness with which the process of convergence and divergence takes place, the relative emphasis of these two components, the extent to which they overlap, the importance of specific harmonic, melodic and textural devices, and the nature of motivic development and its relationship to tonal process can vary among historical periods and among composers, genres, and individual works, constituting important aspects of style.40 The first movement of Mozart's "Haffner" Symphony (K. 385, D major) provides an exemplary subject for this approach. While its exposition seems idiosyncratic compared to the textbook model, it typifies Mozart's way of unfolding tonal process through abundant melodic ideas (see Example 1 and Table 1 
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This content downloaded from 129. This content downloaded from 129. corresponds to Vogler's "second main theme" or "gentle" one, to the placid second "subject" of Kollmann's Analyzed Symphony, and perhaps to Koch's "another main phrase." The series Ai through G moves away from I as does Galeazzi's "Second Motive," reaches a half-cadence in the tonic as does the second phase in Koch's description of the period structure in large pieces, and resembles the conclusion of the first subsection in Kollmann's Analyzed Symphony, which "extends" the repetition of its subjects to "end with the chord of the Dominant" (p. 5).
A2 and A3 provide the clinching modulation to the dominant through its dominant, corresponding to Galeazzi's "Departure from the Key" through the "First Modulation" and to the beginnings of Kollmann's "second subsection" and Koch's "second section," which progress further toward the dominant. The subdued segment H/A4 parallels Galeazzi's "characteristic passage"/"middle passage," Koch's The organization of motives in the "Haffner" exposition mirrors this tonal process in which familiar materials are gradually relinquished and new ones adopted. Five variations of segment A are distributed across the first half of that section (mm. 1-66; see Figure 2A ). They extend and invert the background descent of that theme, progressively weaken its closure, shift its tonal orientation from tonic to dominant, and obscure by degrees motivic, textural, and structural similarities to the original melody. They are interspersed with more independent thematic segments that contain motives x, y, and z from A without sharing its melodic contours (see Figure 2B ). As noted in Table 1, At the beginning of the exposition, Mozart created foreground contrast partly by juxtaposing these three types of thematic segments. However, as versions of A become more distinct, particularly in segments H/A4 and I/A5, the process of varying A merges with that of generating independent segments from its motives, and two initially separate lines of thematic development converge. From this point variations of A no longer occur, and diversity depends upon alternating among dissimilar independent thematic segments derived directly (J, L, and N) or indirectly (K, M, and 0) from A. In addition, new thematic segmentseven those directly related to A-tend to show less obvious kinship to A as the exposition proceeds (see Fig. 2B ). Compare, for example, segment B to segmentJ. Whereas B quotes obvious rhythmic or melodic elements of all three principal motives (x, y, and z) in its melody, J borrows more subtly: it compresses the descending octave and semitone of motive x into a sixth and semitone and adopts a different rhythm, while its sixteenth-note tremolo, consigned to the accompaniment, augments the trill of motive z. Similarly, L adopts only the compressed octave from motive x while further augmenting the tremolo from J; N also borrows only the octave. And as Table 1 demonstrates, an increasing number of segments are based on previous modifications of x, y, or z and stand farther removed from A: K incorporates the tremolo introduced in J; M uses a version of the triplet flourish introduced in F for its accompaniment (along with an undistinguished ending rhythm from A3); and O contains only the inverted flourish. In short, the motivic vocabulary becomes less familiar as the tonal process enters new territory. And rather than define an abrupt boundary between tonic and dominant regions, it reflects the fluid character of the transition by overlapping that turning point.
This analysis shows a process of divergence from the tonic and convergence on the dominant that spans the entire exposition of the first movement in the "Haffner" Symphony. Modulation per se plays only one part in this process, which also depends upon the arrangement of cadences, their pacing, tonal clarity, and various other signs of motion, stability, and closure. Although the music reaches a tonal watershed when the series of full cadences in V begins, it represents a reinforcement of that process rather than its discontinuation. And while the emphasis of different tonal functions shifts across the exposition, those 449 functions are not segregated into discrete sections. Many small tonal events are marked by contrasts between successive thematic segments. And motivic development mirrors tonal process by making ideas from the main theme less familiar as the music moves from tonic to dominant.
When all is said and done, one might argue that Mozart's single-minded adherence to motives from the opening theme in the "Haffner" Symphony bespeaks a similarly idiosyncratic treatment of harmonic design. And Robert Batt's study of transitions in Mozart's sonata forms suggests that two of the principal characteristics identified above-the apportionment of tonal motion across the entire exposition and the articulation of phases of motion with different melodies-are atypical in Mozart's oeuvre.44 Batt's discussion indicates that such characteristics would occur in only three rare "categories of transitional procedure," in which: 1) the main theme functions as the transition; 2) "transition and subordinate theme functions" combine (the category to which he assigns the "Haffner" Symphony); and 3) the modulatory function is shared by a series of small sections. They would not appear in "the majority of movements [which] have one distinct transition small section, varying from about eight to twenty-five bars in length."45 He cites the Piano Sonata in B-flat, K. 333, as an example of this common type and divides the exposition of its first movement in a traditional manner into a "main theme" (mm. 1-1o) and "transition" (mm. 10-22), apparently followed by a subordinate theme and closing section.46 Although the transition "begins as both a main theme variant and in the tonic key," Batt distinguishes it from the main theme because it shows a "gradual change" from "motivic segments" (which he defines as "comprised of two 1-bar motives," each forming "a highly differentiated rhythmic pattern" and having "long range significance and a pervasive melodic influence") to "grouplets" (which have less distinctive rhythms and which are "only ... local event[s] and need not even be repeated").47 Presumably two other aspects of the "looser construction of transitions"-modulation and non-uniform periodic structure-figure As elsewhere, Mozart did not completely segregate the four purportedly discrete functional sections of the textbook model. Even as the opening theme establishes the tonic (segment A, mm. 1-io), it suggests motion through rhythmic agitation typical of first themes in Mozart's early work. Its relentless eighth notes then continue from segment A' through E and reappear after the gentle theme in Segment G. The expectant half cadence in m. 34 does not lead immediately to the "second theme"; instead it prepares another active transitional segment (E) that continues harmonic motion, ending with a full cadence in V. The gentle theme (segment F) neither establishes the dominant nor marks the beginning of the watershed that brings full cadences in that key. Though lyrical, stable, and relatively symmetrical, it partially sustains the rhythmic energy of the previous passage through its recurring Lombardic rhythms. Furthermore, Segment F is not uniquely "singable" in this exposition. Although Segment H lacks the symmetrical phrase structure of F, it is almost as long and has a similarly light and playful character.52 By providing an alternative "second theme," Segment H reduces in retrospect the structural prominence of its predecessor.
Typically for Mozart, development of motives from the opening theme corresponds to tonal motion (see Figure 3A , which shows motives in Segment A that are developed later in the exposition, including motive y, which simplifies the rhythm of v, and Figure 3B , which traces motivic relationships among all thematic segments in the exposition). Prior to the start of full cadences in the dominant (mm. 1-42), this motivic process involves a gradual shift away from ideas based on the distinctive trill motive of the opening theme (v and v') toward ideas that resemble other, less prominent motives from that theme (w through y) or derive only indirectly from those motives (z and z'). That is, the most characteristic gesture of the opening theme is gradually neutralized as departure from the tonic occurs, although other relationships are maintained with that theme. A gradual reassertion of the trill motive begins in Segment E, which presents a dotted rhythm taken from it (see Figure  3B ). The introduction of this rhythm in conjunction with the tonal watershed is appropriate because it diverges from the preceding series of motives, yet shares a common source with them, providing both contrast and continuity. The relationship between this dotted rhythm and the opening theme is clarified by Segment F (the "second theme"), which presents part of that rhythm ( *' ~ ) in retrograde ( r ') and applies it to the turning contour of motive x. Segment G brings back a descending version of the trill motive itself (motive v'). This reappearance then initiates a second process of introducing more neutral ideas which proceeds to the end of the exposition. One might argue that establishing parallel motivic processes in I and V underscores the equivalent status of those keys and their potentially conflicting relationship. However, the motivic transition across the tonal watershed, the initiation of the second motivic process after that watershed, and Mozart's uniform reliance on motives from the opening theme all emphasize continuity and cohesion.53 All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions motives heard later in the second theme-a device noted by Douglass Green and occurring in each of my three main examples57-they blurred functional distinctions between "transitional" and "stable" ideas, reduced the contrast created by the second theme, and created a mutation of that theme that parallels the tonal modulation. Mozart's extended transitions can also be viewed as undermining polarizationwhich would be maximized by juxtaposing stable, closed tonic and dominant sections-since they create a buffer between those keys. Their inclusion of segments that remain in or return to the tonic while eroding it would seem especially counterproductive to polarization, since this approach weakens one of the two presumed poles. As I have already suggested, we can better account for these features by recognizing that Mozart extended motion between tonic and dominant end points instead of prolonging static tonic and dominant plateaus, by viewing frequent shifts of theme, motive, and affect in the exposition as articulating successive phases of a tonal process that proceeds in small increments, and by acknowledging that harmonic, melodic, rhythmic, metric, and textural devices other than modulation play equally important roles in expanding tonal motion.
A process-oriented perspective also helps to explain the habitual choice of the major dominant as the second key in major-key movements. If polarization had been desired, alternative key relationships that would create sharper separation between tonal poles were available to late-eighteenth-century composers. One might question, for example, the infrequent appearances of minor-key expositions in the late 1700s, since the mode shift from minor tonic to major mediant would make the clash of keys more audible.58 Yet these tendencies seem logical if extended motion, rather than polarization, is the guiding principle. We have seen that prolonging departure from the tonic depends partly on the inherently ambiguous relationship between major keys separated by fifth, either of which can serve as a tonic with respect to the other, and on the tendency of the tonicized dominant to relapse into its prior function. The relationship between minor tonic and relative major is less elastic: the latter decisively preempts the former. Since departure cannot be sustained as readily, minor-key expositions tend to
